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Thirty years hasn’t changed Las Vegas—the desert just got dirtier. The biggest game in town
centers on a massive, deadly roller coaster that winds its way through the Strip’s most famous
attractions. On the first Saturday of every month, twenty-four desperate passengers get
strapped into the notorious ride and gamble with their lives in a twisted game of chance, to the
thrill of webcast audiences worldwide. One of them will win, and one will die, but the other
twenty-two will escape with nothing but their lives. Bets are placed as the ride begins, but in
Vegas, the house always wins.The Ride by acclaimed author Aric Davis is a terrifying near-future
vision of bloodlust-as-entertainment taken to a horrific extreme.

About the AuthorAric Davis is married with one daughter and lives in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
where he worked for sixteen years as a body piercer; he now writes full-time. A punk rock
aficionado, Davis does anything he can to increase awareness of a good band. He likes weather
cold enough to need a sweatshirt but not a coat, and friends who wear their hearts on their
sleeves. In addition to reading and writing, he also enjoys roller coasters, hockey, and a good
cigar.Davis is the author of seven books: From Ashes Rise: A Novel of Michigan, Nickel Plated,
A Good and Useful Hurt, The Black Death, Rough Men, Breaking Point, and The Fort.
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PRAISE FOR ARIC DAVIS“As dark as they get, Nickel’s travails are still often laugh-out-loud
funny: he’s got his plan, and he’s sticking to it. Readers will, too, right through the pulse-
pounding climax and the crushingly offhand sadness of the denouement. Davis hits hard—but
with a surprisingly light touch.”—BooklistOTHER TITLES BY ARIC DAVISThe FortRough MenA
Good and Useful HurtTHE RIDEARIC DAVISThe characters and events portrayed in this work
are fictitious. Any similarity to real persons, living or dead, is coincidental and not intended by the
author.Text copyright © 2013 Aric DavisAll rights reserved.No part of this work may be
reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written
permission of the publisher.Published by StoryFront, SeattleCover design by
InkdCONTENTSTHE RIDEABOUT THE AUTHORTHE RIDEGwen saw it first, the enormous
first hill, then the ellipses, inversions, and impossibilities of the machine.“Who would ever get on
that thing?”It sat dormant, like a tired tyrannosaurus.“Someone who had to,” Jim said.“That’s
morbid.”He turned away from her and winced; he knew as well as anyone the tenuous line that
kept you on or off that beast.They sat by the Stratosphere, during what would have been the last
days of the Stratosphere had The Ride not been invented. The Ride had saved the Strip in its
first ten minutes. The Ride had made Vegas a threat again. Poison made more money than
Coca-Cola—everyone knew it, even if no one liked to say it. The Ride made more money than all
other forms of gambling combined, even though it ran only ten minutes a month. The Ride all but
killed boxing in the City of Sin. The Ride was a hell and a paradise.“I have to do it.”He was right
and she knew it. They’d been there for two weeks. The argument was just parsley on a plate of
defeat.“I’m going.”You won’t believe it, but the Strip was dead. It had been sick before but not like
this. The Indians got gaming, and all of a sudden it made no sense to go to that ol’ dust bowl.
Until the dudes running Nero’s Fiddle got smart.They already had a coliseum; all that was
required were gladiators. Boxing at first, then MMA, and then just a couple of guys beating on
each other with ball bats. It was an easy transition after that to have two down-on-their-luck
Olympic fencing medalists go at it for real. Neither died, but between the live gate, the pay-per-
view, and the sheer number of people the spectacle brought to Vegas, the event was considered
a success. Money was made even if the bout was anticlimactic.The problem was the
competitiveness; it was difficult to find people skilled in such things and desperate for money. As
the Strip had found itself doing in its last years in the black, it turned to casino magnate Jeffrey
Belle for inspiration. After all, Belle had built some of the last few successful casinos in the
desert, doing so with a flair that other developers missed. Where most had been content in
those years of decadence to build something based solely around a theme, Belle insisted that
his buildings exude newness, confidence, and class. His places were tuned in to modern excess
but still maintained the original vision of that money-rich oasis. By the time The Ride was
proposed, Belle was an octogenarian, but he still had as much to lose as anyone else. He pulled
no punches with his own investments in making sure the thing got built.“I need to register for the
coaster.”The clerk gave Jim a long look to rid himself of any notion that this was a joke and then



spoke quietly into a handset. He turned back to him.“Mr. Walton will be with you in a few minutes.
You have identification, I assume?”“I do.”“Name?”“Jim Belton.”Jim sat next to Gwen in the big-
armed chairs by the door. She was pale, and he wanted to say something to make her feel
better, but he couldn’t force the words to come out. They had tried again at the tables the night
before, and now it was certain—it was this or nothing. Ride and die, or ride and live. Gwen was
peeling at the carpet with her eyes when a well-dressed man with slicked-back hair appeared
from nowhere.“Mr. Belton?”They both stood.“I’m afraid you’ll have to wait for us here, ma’am.
The concierge is holding a voucher for chips for you, but we won’t be more than a half
hour.”Gwen nodded and looked at Jim, and he tried to force himself to say something. Instead,
he just followed the neatly dressed man through an opened leaf in the concierge desk and past
an oak door.The hallway was covered in paintings, and Jim couldn’t help but slow to look at
them. The man called to him without turning around.
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Cheryl Stout, “What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas (especially body parts). This is a macabre
short story by author Davis. The gore is mostly hinted at rather than fully described but the story
is still gruesome enough.What if? What if you had a huge debt you had no way of getting out
from under? What if you were a roller coaster addict? What if you were the ultimate gambler?
You might think going on The Ride was for you.And what about the millions of watchers and
bettors? Will the world actually come to something like this?Good short story but not as fulfilling
as Davis's novel 
  
The Fort

  
  
    . But then it's apples and oranges.”

Michael Alan Owen, “A fun and quick read. Well worth a dollar!. First off I want to say that I
appreciated Aric bluntly stating that this was a short story. He makes it very clear what the
reader will be paying for right from the beginning. I will save giving a description of the book in
this review since that is pretty well covered on Aric's end.This is a very fun short story that
moves at a quick pace. Despite the length, Aric does a good job of giving you enough
background on the protagonist to hope for his potential success on the ride. There are not too
many characters in this story but he did a good job of fleshing out the ones that are in it.He also
does a good job of "building the world" so to speak. The reader is not just thrown in blind by any
means. He has a good back story for how "the ride" came to be and he even talks about some of
its unfortunate previous volunteers. It is definitely fleshed out enough to seem plausible.Finally,
Aric does a good job of painting a picture with his words without going overboard to the point of
it seeming like filler. He describes the scenes and emotions of the characters in a way that really
allows the reader to see and feel everything that is going on.While it is short (which should be
obvious) it is certainly worth the price and I hope to see more short stories from Aric (and all
other authors) in the future. Buy it!”

MaryAnn Turner, “Short and to the point. Short stories are not my thing.. I always feel a bit



unsatisfied when I am done. This story was no different but oh boy what a ride!I raced through
the pages of Aric Davis story gripped with the same fascination as when I read King's "Running
Man".My only disappointment? It is a shorty story cut down in its infancy screaming and kicking
for the author to nurture its potential to be a phenomenal piece of fiction.”

DS3570, “Intense. Living in the Las Vegas Valley where pretty much anything goes, the idea
behind this futuristic short-story is intriguing, although disturbing. The elements of the
surroundings made Davis's story more real, therefore more believable for when such a time will
likely exist.”

Deborah Eden Perfidio, “Good story. To write a short story like this is,actually very difficult. It's a
killer roller coaster where one person dies …but to what effect does it have on the " winners"
thoughtful moral objective four stars only because I'd wished it to be longer”

Karen Drury, “Four Stars. Not bad and a good ending - well thought but a real scary thought”

The book by Aric Davis has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 49 people have provided feedback.
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